CHAPTER 8.

Geometrical consequences of kissing stents and the Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation configuration in an in vitro model for endovascular reconstruction of aortic bifurcation
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Kissing stents (KS) are commonly used to treat aortoiliac occlusive disease, but patency results are often lower than those of isolated stents. The Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic bifurcation (CERAB) technique was recently introduced to reconstruct the aortic bifurcation in a more anatomical and physiological fashion. The aim of this study is to compare the geometrical consequences of various stent configurations in vitro.

Methods: Anatomic vessel phantoms of the aortoiliac bifurcation were created to accommodate stent configurations. Self expandable nitinol KS, balloon expandable covered KS and two versions of the CERAB configuration were deployed, one with the iliac legs positioned inside the tapered part of the aortic cuff (1) and one with the legs deployed above this level (2). Computer tomography data were obtained to assess the geometry. The conformation ratio (D-ratio) was calculated using the ratio of the major and minor axis. The proximal mismatch area, mean mismatch area and total mismatch volume were calculated.

Results: The highest D-ratios were observed in the nitinol KS and the CERAB configuration, implying an ideal ‘double-D’ shape. The proximal and mean mismatch areas were 4 to 6-fold lower in the CERAB-1 configuration when compared to nitinol KS and CERAB-2, respectively, while the covered KS had the highest mismatch area. Nitinol and covered KS had the largest mismatch volume, while the mismatch volume was the lowest in the CERAB-1 configuration.

Conclusions: Although, nitinol self expandable stents have a high stent conformation, the lowest radial mismatch was found in the CERAB-2 configuration, supporting the hypothesis that the CERAB configuration is the most anatomical and physiological reconstruction of the aortic bifurcation. Within the CERAB configuration, the two limbs are ideally positioned inside the tapering portion of the cuff, minimizing mismatch.
INTRODUCTION

Endovascular treatment of extensive lesions involving the aortic bifurcation are amongst the most challenging indications in endovascular surgery. According to existing guidelines, surgery is the gold standard for bilateral and extensive occlusive disease, based on good long-term patency rates. The 30-day mortality rate for an aorto-bifemoral bypass, however, is 4% with an early local and systemic morbidity rate of 6% and 16%, respectively. These complications justify the search for minimal invasive alternatives. Stents in kissing stent (KS) position have frequently been used to reconstruct the aortic bifurcation and several modifications exist. The one-year primary patency rate of KS varies between 70-100% with a morbidity rate of 6% to 24%, including distal embolization up to 8% of cases. The use of covered stents appears to improve patency rates. Various aspects of the KS configuration may affect patency rates, including the positioning of the stents and the discrepancy between the stented lumen and the aortic lumen, the so-called radial mismatch. The latter causes flow perturbations and thrombus formation that in turn may decrease stent patency. Choosing a configuration with the lowest radial mismatch may thus be crucial and for that reason the Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation (CERAB) technique was recently developed in an attempt to reconstruct the aortic bifurcation in a more anatomical and physiological fashion.

With the use of this technique, a covered stent is expanded 15 to 20 mm above the aortic bifurcation and this stent is proximally adapted to the aortic wall with a larger balloon, thereby creating a cone-shaped stent. Two iliac covered stents are then placed in the distal conic segment and simultaneously inflated, making a tight connection with the aortic stent, as if they were moulded together, thus simulating a new bifurcation. The aortic cuff covers the free-floating proximal ends of the iliac stents that reside in the distal aorta and might thus prevent unwanted flow perturbations around the protruding part of the stents, guiding the flow into the limbs like a funnel.

In the present study, we have assessed radial mismatch and stent conformation of four different stent configurations with the use of identical, in vitro, rigid phantoms to mimic the vessel anatomy. Results are discussed in view of the current available theoretical and clinical experience on stent patency in the aortoiliac region.
METHODS

To assess radial mismatch and differences in stent conformation between various stent configurations, four identical rigid aortoiliac bifurcation models were created, partly adopted from Chong et al.\textsuperscript{8} First, a literature survey was performed to obtain geometrical data of the aortoiliac anatomy.\textsuperscript{9-11} Data from 47 cadavers and 55 biplanar angiograms were combined to obtain the key geometry features as presented in Table 1. The combined data were used to create a model with the use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software SolidWorks 2012; SolidWorks Corp, Concord, Mass). The final model included the abdominal aorta, the aortic bifurcation, the renal arteries, and both common iliac arteries.

The CAD design was used to make a solid three-dimensional printed model of the vessel lumen, which, in turn, was used to make a silicone mold (620/TL95 silicone rubber; NKC, Harjon B.V., Dordrecht, The Netherlands). This was used to create wax castings of the vessel lumen. The spray-painted wax casting was placed inside a rectangular container. De-aerated clear silicone rubber (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning GmBH, Wiesbaden, Germany) was poured inside the container and set to dry at 35°C overnight. Thereafter, the temperature was increased to 120°C to melt the wax vessel lumen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimensions, mean (standard deviation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diam. abdominal aorta at inflow (mm)</td>
<td>22 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diam. abdominal aorta at renal a. (mm)</td>
<td>19 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diam. abdominal aorta at IMA (mm)</td>
<td>17 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diam. abdominal aorta at bifurcation (mm)</td>
<td>16 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diam. renal artery left/right (mm)</td>
<td>6 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diam. CIA left/right (mm)</td>
<td>8 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from aortic bifurcation to renal arteries left/right (mm)</td>
<td>86 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of CIA left (mm)</td>
<td>55 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of CIA right (mm)</td>
<td>57 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of renal artery left (mm)</td>
<td>12\textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of renal artery right (mm)</td>
<td>29\textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching angle renal artery left (deg)</td>
<td>65 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching angle renal artery right (deg)</td>
<td>61 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take of angle CIA left (deg)</td>
<td>20 (5.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take of angle CIA right (deg)</td>
<td>30 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle of aorta (deg)</td>
<td>16 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIA, Common iliac artery; Diam., diameter; IMA, inferior mesenteric artery. All vessels are symmetrically round, and dimensions are rounded to whole millimeters.

\textsuperscript{a}No standard deviation available
The stent configurations were constructed by two experienced vascular surgeons (PG, MR) with the use of regular guide wires and catheters. Four different configurations were created. One bare metal kissing (BMK) stent configuration was made using two 10mm self expanding nitinol stents (S.M.A.R.T Control; Cordis Corp, Miami, Fla). After deployment, these nitinol stents were flushed with hot water (40 C) and dilated to ensure full deployment of the nitinol. In the second model, a kissing covered (KC) stent configuration, consisting of two 8-mm expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) covered stents (V12; Atrium Maquet Getinge, Hudson, NH), was placed. In the third and fourth model, a CERAB configuration was placed by use of one 12 x 61mm covered stent that was dilated to 16mm in the proximal two thirds of the stent length and two 8 x 38mm (CERAB-1) or 8 x 59mm (CERAB-2) limbs. In the first CERAB (CERAB-1) configuration, these two limbs were placed exactly in the tapered part of the aortic cuff only (10mm above the distal margin of the cuff), as the technique intended. In the second CERAB configuration (CERAB-2), the two limbs were deployed above the conic segment of the aortic cuff (25mm above the distal margin of the cuff), which in theory would be a suboptimal position. All ePTFE-covered stents were submerged in water (40 C, 2 minutes) before placement, preventing rupture of the ePTFE.

The models were imaged by means of four modalities: still color photographs, X-ray photographs, computed tomography (CT) scanning, and bronchoscopic imaging (fig. 1). The photographs (A900; Sony, Tokyo, Japan) were made in the anterior-posterior direction, and the lumen of the model was filled with a solution of water and glycerol (ratio, 44:56 wt/wt) to match the refractive index of the silicone and fluid-filled vessel lumen. When the refractive index is matched, clear undisturbed photographs can be obtained. X-ray images were also obtained in the anterior-posterior position. To inspect the proximal stent geometry, a bronchoscope (EB-1970K 2.8; Pentax Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was inserted into the model to obtain close-up photographs. CT imaging (Brilliance 40 slice; Philips Medical, Best, The Netherlands) was performed for each model. The following scan settings were used: slice thickness 1mm; adjacent increment; kV 120; mAs/slice 365; field of view, 180mm. Matlab (2012A; The MathWorks Inc, Natick, Mass) was used to analyze the CT data.
A software tool was designed to segment the mismatch volume in each slice by hand, with the use of a polygon approximation. All pixels within the segmented area are summed and multiplied by the pixel size to obtain the mismatch area. The proximal mismatch area was determined on the first CT slice with both limbs in view. The mean mismatch area was calculated by averaging the mismatch area determined per 1mm slice over the entire mismatch segment. One millimetre coups were chosen to obtain sufficient data points for calculating the mean mismatch area. The mismatch segment is the cranio-caudal length, where a discrepancy exists between the stented lumen and
the aortic lumen. The mean mismatch area was calculated as sum (mismatch area per slice)/number of slices. The total mismatch volume was calculated summing the slice area multiplied with the slice thickness (1mm). To assess the stent conformation (double-D shape) ellipses (with 5 degrees of freedom: x, y, minor axes, major axes, and angle) were fitted to the stent lumen of each slice in the CT data. Thereafter, the ratio between the major and minor axes was used as a measure for stent conformation (D-ratio). Ratios higher than 1 indicate a more elliptical (or “D”) shape, with a maximum of 2. Two researchers independently performed the measurements, and the results were averaged.

RESULTS

Stent conformation
In figure 2, the D-ratio for the four stent configurations is shown. When focusing on the inflow segment of the limbs, the BMK stents and CERAB limbs had the highest (1.6 and 1.4) D-ratios, meaning that these configurations had the highest stent conformation to the aortic wall and aortic cuff, respectively. The BMK stents retain a D-shape over the full length in the aorta, which is not seen with the other configurations. The D-ratio of the CERAB-2 rises, with a maximum of 1.6, when the limbs enter the tapered part of the aortic cuff. More proximally and distally, the ratio is between 1 and 1.4, indicating a round conformation. The KC stents have a mean D-ratio of 1.15, pointing toward a double-barrel configuration. None of the configurations exhibited large D-ratio differences between the left and right limbs; the average difference between the left and right limbs was 0.11, 0.048, 0.036, and 0.049 for the BMK stents, KC stents, CERAB-1, and CERAB-2, respectively.
Figure 2  D-ratios of the four different configurations. A ratio of 1 indicates a circular conformation of the stent, whereas ratios higher than 1 indicate more elliptical conformation. Starting point of the graph is the proximal side of the iliac limbs. BMK, Bare metal kissing; CERAB, Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation; KC, kissing covered

Proximal mismatch area
Figure 3 presents the axial slices of the configurations at the inflow portion of the limbs. In figure 3A, it is shown that the BMK stents are flattened in the middle, creating a double D configuration. In contrast, the KC stents are crossed and obtain a more round double-barrel geometry, because the kissing parts of the stents do not flatten (fig. 3B). The limbs of the CERAB-1 configuration (fig. 3C) are forced into a double-D shape by the tapering part of the aortic cuff. In contrast, the CERAB-2 configuration has a more round inflow lumen of both limbs (fig. 3D). At the proximal inflow part, the total mismatch area was the lowest in the CERAB-1 configuration (4.04mm²), compared with 24.75mm², 56.68mm², and 22.5mm² for the BMK, KC, and CERAB-2, respectively.

Mean mismatch area
The mean total mismatch areas are presented in Table 2. The KC stents have a mean total mismatch area (53.48mm²) that is more than twice that of the BMK stents (21.38mm²). The CERAB-1 configuration has only one-sixth of the mean mismatch area (3.1mm²) of the BMK stents. The CERAB-2 configuration has a total mean mismatch area (12.65mm²) that was four times that of the first CERAB configuration, but it was still much lower than those of the two KS configurations.
Figure 3  Axial slices of the computed tomography (CT) scans of the inflow portions of the four models. A, Self expandable nitinol kissing stents (KS); B, balloon expandable kissing covered (KC) stents; C, Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation (CERAB)-1 with the limbs starting in the tapered part of the aortic cuff; D, CERAB-2 with the iliac limbs starting just above the tapered segment of the aortic cuff.

**TABLE 2: Mean mismatch areas and volumes of the four different configurations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Mismatch area (mm²)</th>
<th>Mismatch volume (mm³)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prox. left</td>
<td>Prox. right</td>
<td>Prox. left + right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMK stents</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC stents</td>
<td>27.64</td>
<td>30.43</td>
<td>56.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERAB-1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERAB-2</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMK, Bare metal kissing; CERAB, Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation; KC, kissing covered; Prox., proximal

**Total mismatch volume**

The results of the three dimensional total mismatch volume are depicted in figure 4. The
BMK stents have a long but straight mismatch volume along the aorta. The KC stents had the largest mismatch volume. The mismatch volume of the KC stents is twisted, and the two lumina join at the bifurcation as the result of crossing of the stents. The CERAB-1 has a thin and short total mismatch volume, whereas the CERAB-2 has a longer, cone-shaped volume. The total volume per stent configuration can be seen in Table 2. KC stents had the largest mismatch volume (2163.3mm$^3$), whereas the mismatch volume was lowest (30.25mm$^3$) in the CERAB-1 configuration: 30 times lower than the BMK (903.34mm$^3$). When comparing the two CERAB configurations, it can be seen that the mismatch volume of the CERAB-1 configuration is almost nine times lower than that of the CERAB-2 configuration.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** Geometric mismatch volumes of the four stent configurations as measured with a custom written script, used to segment the whole mismatch volume in each slice by hand using a polygon approximation. A: Self expandable nitinol kissing stents, B: Balloon expandable covered kissing stents, C: CERAB-I with the limbs starting in tapering part of aortic cuff and D: CERAB-II with the iliac limbs starting just above tapering part of aortic cuff.
DISCUSSION

Results of the present study show that different stent configurations may result in large variations in stent conformation, mismatch area (up to sixfold difference), and mismatch volume (up to 30-fold difference). The CERAB configuration with the limbs starting in the tapering part of the aortic cuff, as they are intended to do, was related to the best geometrical conditions, meaning the lowest radial mismatch and a high stent conformation. Both CERAB configurations were related to a lower mismatch area and mismatch volume when compared with the KS configurations, but this was above all true for the CERAB-1 configuration. Within the BMK configuration, however, the D-ratio was the highest, indicating that nitinol stents have the highest conformation to the vessel wall. Nevertheless, the radial mismatch was much lower in the CERAB configurations because the aortic cuff had adapted to the outline of both limbs and thus these limbs no longer need to conform to the aortic wall. Therefore, the D-ratio in these configurations is lower but eventually the radial mismatch is much lower.

Radial mismatch is considered among the most important factors affecting patency of KS. After insertion of KS, the outer stent lumen is still perfused, creating a stagnant blood column in the residual space. Previous studies have shown that the decrease in blood flow and the flow through stented vessel lumen resulted in lower shear stress associated with increased neointimal thickening. These findings were confirmed by the histopathological finding of mesenchymal tissue, intimal hyperplasia, and organizing thrombus in the space between the opposing stents, within the lumen of the stents, and at the level of the stent overlapping in the distal aorta. At least two conditions of Virchow’s triad are met: perturbed and stagnant flow and the inevitable endothelial damage caused by the deployed stents. Additionally, stent protrusion in the distal aorta may also influence patency, as does the crossover position of the stents. These factors have not been assessed in the present study and warrant further investigation.

In our study, the KC had the highest mismatch and the lowest stent conformation ratio, which is in accord with the findings of Hughes et al. Clinical data, however, indicate a superiority of KC above kissing BMS. The 1- and 2-year patency rates of balloon expandable covered stents were superior to those of balloon expandable bare metal stents. In the present study, however, balloon expandable bare metal stents were not assessed. Although clinical data are still lacking, in vitro data suggest that the use of self expandable nitinol KS is to be preferred above bare metal balloon expandable stents because of significant reduction in mismatch area. Moreover, it is crucial to emphasize that the effect of radial
mismatch on patency rates of covered stents may differ from that of bare metal stents, because the covering material will prevent flow through the radial mismatch area into the stented lumen. Obviously, this may reduce the occurrence of recirculation, turbulence, and stasis of blood. In turn, this may affect the shear stress phenomenon and thus leaves bare metal stents vulnerable to thrombosis and in-stent re-stenosis caused by intimal hyperplasia. Additional flow studies are indicated to elucidate this differential effect of radial mismatch on flow patterns and eventually, the patency rates of different configurations.

In this study, we have used a vascular model, based on measurements performed in cadavers. As an alternative, measurements performed on CT data could have been used, providing even more detailed anatomic information. We recreated the mean anatomic environment in which the deployed stents behaved as they would have in vivo. When using a straight tube model, crossing and twisting of the stents is less likely to occur, influencing the mismatch area. Nevertheless, the current model does not correct for the potential effect of calcifications and obviously, the anatomical variations in patients. Furthermore, the influence of the rigidity of the model on stent behaviour is unknown and might influence the obtained results. The stents used in the current study were chosen because they represent three widely used options for aortoiliac stenting. However, many different variables can be altered when placing KS, for example, flaring of the proximal part, crossing of the stents, and increasing or decreasing the protrusion of the stents into the aorta. All of these variables could influence the mismatch area but were not taken into account in this study.

We acknowledge the fact that this study only includes geometric behaviour of different stent configurations. There is abundant room for further progress in determining the influences of flow and mechanical parameters in combination with several stent configurations. Furthermore, the stents were only deployed once per configuration; despite the fact that two experienced vascular surgeons deployed the stents, this may limit the reproducibility of our results. As a result, no statistical analysis could be performed on the data.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Although nitinol self expandable stents had the highest stent conformation to the model wall, the lowest radial mismatch was found in the CERAB configurations, supporting the hypothesis that the CERAB configuration is a more anatomical and physiological reconstruction of the aortic bifurcation. Within the CERAB configuration, the lowest mismatch is achieved when placing the two limbs inside the tapered portion of the cuff.
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